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‘Tom the Tie’, the Safety Guy, wins Safety Group ‘Man of the Match’ 

 
 

The TEi Limited Safety Group consists of all the Advisors and Reps working for the company. They meet at the end 

of the calendar year to conduct a Review of Performance against the company IMS requirements. They then raise 

issues and concerns and suggest ideas to the company Directors for objectives for the forthcoming year. Also there is 

an annual ‘Man of the Match’ award and this year it goes to Tom Stenson for his efforts on several major projects. 

Apart from his habit of always wearing a tie in whatever circumstance, he was identified for the award due to his 

achievements in terms of proactive safety management especially the number of ‘job freezes’ conducted to over 130 

employees! The company benefits enormously where people talk about safety issues and coach them to high 

standards.  
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Submission for the ECIA ‘RISE’ Individual Award 

 

Please accept the information above along with the following testimonial as our submission to ECIA for the ‘RISE’ 

Individual Award.   

 

Tom Stenson is a Safety Advisor for TEi Limited. He joined us in early April of 2012 having worked with a fellow 

engineering construction contractor on the same site as one of our recent bigger projects. We were looking for some 

help for only a very short term contract at a nearby site and asked if he was interested. He joined us on a one month 

contract but impressed both our site management team and the client so much that he remained for 3 months. This 

was in no small part due to his commitment to the outage in terms of shifts and hours worked to cover, not just the 

company activities, but also those of fellow contractors working for the client. He raised the standard compared to 

similar work performed on the same project the previous year, something recognised by the client. The client ran a 

safety incentive scheme based on near miss reporting and it was clear to me that because of Tom’s efforts, the 

numbers of reports increased markedly. I believe this was through his determination to encourage craftsmen to 

submit reports in the belief they would make a difference. The client awarded the team an i-pad computer which was 

raffled between the lads and the resultant £500 was donated to MacMillan Cancer Support. 

 

We then asked Tom to help us on night shift on an outage project on a site in the north-east. He spent 3 months 

rotating between days and nights in order to cover a second company advisor who had holidays. The company acted 

as Principal Contractor on the double unit outage and in this respect placed additional responsibilities on the whole 

team including the resident safety advisors. There were >500 contractor and other personnel working on the outage in 

many workplaces with many risks including multi-level working, major lifting operations, hot works and work at 

height. The history of our company performance on this site is improving, but it is recognised as one of the most 

challenging we regularly face. Tom was key to the success of the 2012 outage and this was in no small way due to his 

determination to be with the craftsmen in all the places they had to be. His attitude is one of ‘if we don’t go where 

they go, how can we understand the risks?’ He was one of the site management team who promoted the Safety 

Incentive Scheme organised by TEi for all contractor teams on the outage and was there on the last day on safe 

completion of the project when the two charities nominated by the craftsmen addressed all in attendance and thanked 

them for the £9200 they each received. 

 

We then asked Tom to help on our biggest project of the year at a refinery in Pembrokeshire. This time Tom was part 

of a five man TEi Safety Team helping our >300 strong workforce to conduct a TAR we had not done previously 

with a new client. There was much risk involved not only from the plant and the work activities we were to 

undertake, but also from the numbers of new starters the company had to employ. The Safety Team realised at the 

Pre-start Health and Safety Planning meeting that we needed a way to get the new lads ‘on-board’ as quickly as 

possible. Many things were done to achieve this including a two-day induction training programme for all. But one of 

the most successful tools used was the company ‘job freeze’ whereby an advisor would go on the plot and talk to the 

craftsmen individually about safety. The ‘job freeze’ audit sheet is a test of understanding of safety related rules and 

procedures but quickly turns into a coaching session to break down any barriers and encourage safe working. Tom 

conducted the majority of the 136 completed on site in a 10 week period. He gained much respect from the teams and 

the information gleaned was used within daily jobstart briefings by supervisors to all teams, thus ensuring the 

messages given were relevant and useful to the work being performed. He was also in the right place at the right time 

on one particular shift to identify one of our employees was suffering a heart attack at work and acted quickly to get 

him to medical treatment. The employee survived and recovered fully no doubt with thanks to Tom.   

 

Tom is now with us at the north-east site again. He has enrolled on the NEBOSH Gas and Oil Safety course which he 

studies on his time off. There is photographic proof that he wears a tie at work in all conditions, but unfortunately we 

still await the same evidence of his claim to swim in the sea before his shift time!   


